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ABSTRACT
Vector quantization is an essential tool for tasks involving large scale
data, for example, large scale similarity search, which is crucial for
content-based information retrieval and analysis. In this paper, we
propose a novel vector quantization framework that iteratively min-
imizes quantization error. First, we provide a detailed review on a
relevant vector quantization method named residual vector quanti-
zation (RVQ). Next, we propose generalized residual vector quanti-
zation (GRVQ) to further improve over RVQ. Many vector quanti-
zation methods can be viewed as the special cases of our proposed
framework. We evaluate GRVQ on several large scale benchmark
datasets for large scale search, classification and object retrieval. We
compared GRVQ with existing methods in detail. Extensive experi-
ments demonstrate our GRVQ framework substantially outperforms
existing methods in term of quantization accuracy and computation
efficiency.
Index Terms— Vector Quantization, Large Scale Data,
Similarity Search, Nearest Neighbor Search
1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of data collecting and mining
techniques, there is an urgent need for powerful algorithms
in data compression, storage and retrieval. Specifically, com-
pressing a high-dimensional vector and performing similarity
search without decompression on large scale data have be-
come crucial in many fields, e.g. object detection [1], image
and video retrieval [2], and deep neural networks [3] etc.
Vector quantization (VQ) based methods, e.g. product
quantization (PQ) [4], optimized product quantization (OPQ)
[5], additive quantization (AQ), composite quantization (CQ)
[6], are popular and successful methods for the tasks above.
Vector quantization is essentially lossy compression of high-
dimensional vectors. It compresses a vector into a short en-
coding representation by multiple learned codebooks, and
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approximately reconstructs the vector by codewords corre-
sponding to the encoding. Quantization-based algorithms
have three major advantages: (1) Memory consumption is sig-
nificantly reduced to represent high-dimensional vectors; (2)
It allows efficient similarity computation, e.g, one can com-
pute Euclidean distance or scalar products between an uncom-
pressed vector and a large set of compressed vectors via asym-
metric distance computation (ADC) [4] or its variants like op-
timized asymmetric distance [7] , hence approximate nearest
neighbor search (ANN) can be greatly accelerated; (3) These
encodings are simple enough to allow more sophisticated data
structure and heuristic non-exhaustive search scheme like in-
verted file system with asymmetric distance computation (IV-
FADC) [4], inverted multi index [8] and locally optimized
product quantization [9]. They are capable of storing one bil-
lion compressed vectors in memory and conducting a retrieval
in a few milliseconds even on a modern laptop.
In this paper, we propose generalized residual vector
quantization (GRVQ) to further improve over existing vector
quantization methods. The main idea is to iteratively select
a codebook and optimize it with the current residual vectors,
then re-quantize the dataset to obtain the new residual vec-
tors for the next iteration. GRVQ shares a similar motiva-
tion with the traditional residual vector quantization (RVQ) (
[10], [11]). RVQ uses additive model to quantize vectors, and
adopts a multi-stage residual clustering scheme to learn code-
books. However RVQ fails to generate effective encodings for
high-dimensional data [12], which manifests as the informa-
tion entropy of the encodings obtained on each adding stage
drops quickly. Compared to RVQ, our GRVQ:
Overcomes the downsides of RVQ with transition clus-
tering which substantially improves performance of k-means
on high intrinsic dimensional data. We also propose a multi-
path encoding scheme to further lower the quantization error.
Generalizes RVQ that RVQ can be viewed as a special
case of GRVQ performing codebook optimization on an "all-
zero" codebook on every stage.
Compared to the existing vector quantization methods,
GRVQ has the following merits:
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1. Existing vector quantization methods working on additive
model generally require an extra fix ( [13], [10]) for Eu-
clidean distance computation. GRVQ can eliminate this
extra fix by introducing regularization on the codebook
learning phase.
2. Quantizing a vector with additive model is NP-hard.
Though many approaches have been proposed, e.g, it-
erated conditional modes [14] and AQ-encoding [13],
they’re too slow for practical application. The codebooks
obtained by GRVQ are variance descending, enabling a
much more efficient and practical beam search encoding
scheme.
The quantization accuracy and computation efficiency of
our method is validated on three large scale dataset commonly
used for evaluating vector quantization methods. We also
demonstrate the superior performance of GRVQ on classifi-
cation task.
2. RELATED METHODS
2.1. Vector Quantization
Vector quantization (VQ) techniques are used to perform
lossy compression on a large scale dataset. Denote a database
X as a set of N d-dimensional vectors for VQ to compress,
VQ learns a codebook C, which is a list of K codewords:
c(1), c(2), . . ., c(K) ∈ Rd. Then VQ uses a mapping func-
tion i(·) : Rd → [K]1 to encode a vector: x 7→ i(x). Quan-
tizer q is defined as q(x) = c(i(x)), meaning x is approxi-
mated as q(x) for latter use. Vector quantization minimizes
quantization error, which is defined as
E =
1
N
∑
x∈X
‖x− q(x)‖2. (1)
Minimizing Eqn.1 directly leads to classical k-means
clustering algorithm [15]. VQ essentially partitions the data
space into many Voronoi cells, and quantizes vectors to the
centroids of the cells. The k-means model is simple and in-
tuitive. However, the cost of training and storing the centers
grows linearly with K, limiting quantization accuracy.
2.2. Residual Vector Quantization
With a compositional model, one can represent cluster cen-
ters more efficiently. A number of compositional models
are proposed, e.g, product quantization (PQ) [4], optimized
product quantization (OPQ) [5], additive quantization (AQ)
[13], composite quantization (CQ) [6]. Here we focus on
residual vector quantization (RVQ) ( [10], [16]) for high di-
mensional data lossy compression. RVQ is a common tech-
nique to approximate original data with several low complex-
1[K] denotes {1, 2, 3, . . . , K}
ity quantizers, instead of a prohibitive high complexity quan-
tizer. RVQ algorithm iteratively learns M quantizers step
by step. In the m-th step, RVQ obtains the current resid-
uals
{
ex = x−
∑m−1
i=1 qi(x) : x ∈ X
}
with the previous
learned quantizers {qi : 1 ≤ i < m}. Next, it performs
classical k-means to learn the m-th quantizer for the follow-
ing objective:
min
cm(·), im(·)
1
N
∑
x∈X
‖ex − cm(im(x))‖2. (2)
The original vectors are quantized with the following ad-
ditive model:
q(x) =
M∑
m=1
cm(im(x)) (3)
The above additive model is also used in AQ, CQ, tree
quantization [17], etc. Such model is beneficial for appli-
cations like high-dimensional nearest neighbor retrieval, for
example, asymmetric distance computation (ADC) [4] [13]
allows exhaustive nearest neighbor search by efficiently com-
puting Euclidean distance between an uncompressed query
vector q and the compressed dataset vectors x ∈ X with the
following equation:
‖q−x‖2 ≈ ‖q− q(x)‖2
=
M∑
m=1
‖q− cm(im(x)))‖2 − (m− 1)‖q‖2 + 
where  =
M∑
a=1
M∑
b=1,b6=a
ca(ia(x))
T
cb(ib(x))
(4)
To retrieve the nearest neighbors, we first compute and
store ‖q − cm(k)‖2 for k ∈ [K] and m ∈ [M ] in a look-up
table. As for term , it can be computed during the dataset
compression and stored along with the compressed dataset.
Then, the approximate distance between q and any dataset
vector x can be efficiently computed with M floating point
addition. CQ regularizes  to a fixed value to further reduce
the cost for storing the compressed dataset and the cost for
computing the approximate distance, sparse composite quan-
tization [18] proposes a method to accelerate the look-up table
computation.
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Fig. 1. Mutual information matrices for different quantization
methods. Experiment conducted on GIST-1M dataset. We learned
M = 8 codebooks, K = 256 codewords per codebook. The per-
fect encoding should have no mutual information between different
codebooks and an information entropy of logK = 8-bits for each
codebook. Our proposed GRVQ achieves near optimal encoding.
Algorithm 1 Generalized Residual Vector Quantization
Input: d-dimensional dataset X , containing N vectors; number of
codebooks M ; number of elements K per codebook; initial code-
books Cm = {cm(1), · · · , cm(K)},m ∈ [M ].
Output: Optimized codebooks: {Cm : m ∈ [M ]}
1: repeat
2: Encode x ∈ X with multi-path encoding in Sec.3.2, and ob-
tain the residual ex defined in Eqn. 6.
3: Randomly pick a codebook Cm, generate an intermediate
dataset X ′ defined in Eqn. 7.
4: OptimizeCm for Eqn. 8, with transition clustering algorithm
described in Sec. 3.1.
5: until Quit Condition
2.3. Disadvantages of Residual Vector Quantization
RVQ quantized vectors have relatively higher quantization er-
rors compared to other vector quantization methods in high
dimensional space, as observed in Fig. 2(d), the performance
gain of adding an additional stage drops quickly for RVQ.
We examine the encodings obtained by vector quantiza-
tion from the view of information entropy. For an effective
encoding, the information entropy of encoding at any position
should be high, and the mutual information of encoding at
different positions should be low. Note the above objective is
explicitly considered in Hashing methods like spectral hash-
ing [19]. To formulate, denote the encoding at positionm as a
discrete random variable Im with domain of [K], and H(·) as
the information entropy of a random variable, we would like
following equations to hold:
H(Im) ≈ log2K, s.t. m ∈ [M ]
H(Ii; Ij) ≈ 0, s.t. i, j ∈ [M ], i 6= j;
(5)
RVQ doesn’t produce encodings with H(Im) high
enough, as observed in Fig. 1. This is mainly because the in-
trinsic dimensionality of the residual vectors becomes higher
with increasing stages [12], hence traditional k-means algo-
rithm fails to work. AQ [13] has a slightly higher H(Im)
compared to RVQ, yet still much lower than other quanti-
zation methods like OPQ. Thus an improvement over this
should be beneficial.
In addition, as an additive model, the quantization of a
vector is actually a fully connected discrete MRF problem (
[6], [13]). However RVQ doesn’t consider this in the code-
book learning. Thus on each stage, the codebook is not
learned with the optimal input. This leads to an accumulating
quantization error and impact the overall quantization accu-
racy.
3. GENERALIZED RESIDUAL VECTOR
QUANTIZATION
We propose generalized residual vector quantization
(GRVQ) to learn effective encodings with additive model.
We present the outline of GRVQ in Algorithm 1. GRVQ
optimizes existing codebooks or codebooks of zero vectors
to learn from scratch. Formally, denote the encoding of
x 7→ (i1(x), i2(x), . . . , im(x)), the current residual of x is:
ex = x−
M∑
m=1
cm(im(x)). (6)
On each iteration, GRVQ randomly pick an m-th codebook
Cm = {cm(1), · · · , cm(K)} to optimize. We first perform
incremental clustering on an intermediate dataset X ′, defined
as:
X ′ = {x′|x′ = ex + cm(im(x)),x ∈ X} . (7)
Then we optimize the codebook to fit this dataset better
with the following objective function:
min
cm(·), i(·)
1
N
∑
x′∈X ′
‖x′ − cm(i(x′))‖2. (8)
Finally, we re-encode the original dataset X with the op-
timized codebooks C1, · · · ,CK , and obtain the residual vec-
tors for the next iteration.
Traditional RVQ is a special case of GRVQ which is ini-
tialized on all zeros codebooks, and sequentially optimizes
each codebook for once. Product quantization [4] and op-
timized product quantization can be viewed as GRVQ with
constraints that each codebook only works on specific dimen-
sions.
3.1. Transition Clustering
The increased randomness of high-dimensional residual vec-
tors lead to the failure of traditional k-means algorithm [12].
In order to obtain a better clustering result, a typical approach
is to cluster on lower-dimensional subspace [20], with the ob-
jective function:
min
c(·), i(·),R
1
N
∑
x∈X ′
‖Rx− c(i(Rx))‖2 s.t. R>R = Ik (9)
Note that k-means algorithm on the entire d-dimensional
space is a special case when rank (R) = d. Transition clus-
tering seek a transition from subspace clustering to the full
dimensional clustering. we first use PCA dimension reduced
subspace to initialize the clustering [21], then iteratively add
more dimensions and warm start k-means algorithm with the
clustering information obtained from previous iteration, as
they provide good starting position [22]. To optimize a code-
book Cm for Eqn.8, we perform the following:
1. Designate a dimension increasing sequence: d1 < d2 <
· · · < dI = d2 ;
2. Project Cm and X ′ into PCA space R of X ′: Crm =
{crm(k) = Rcm(k) : k ∈ [K]}, and X r = {xr = Rx′ :
x′ ∈ X ′};
2We choose parameters I = 10 and di = di/I in our experiments.
3. Perform warm-started k-means initialized with the first di
dimensions of Crm, and update them with the resulting
centroids. We do this iteratively for i = 1 · · · I .
4. Rotate Crm back to finish the optimization: Cm =
{R>crm(k) : 1 ≤ k ≤ K}.
3.2. Multi-path Encoding
Encoding with additive model is a fully-connected MRF
problem ([13], [6]). Though it can be solved approximately
by various existing algorithms, they are very time consum-
ing [17]. In this section we propose an efficient beam search
method for GRVQ optimized codebooks.
Denote x 7→ (i1, i2, · · · , iM ) as the optimal encodings for
x, which quantizes x ≈∑Mm=1 cm(im)minimizing the quan-
tization error E = ‖x −∑Mm=1 cm(im(x))‖2. Suppose we
know the first (n− 1) optimal encodings (i1, i2, · · · , in−1).
To determine the n-th optimal encoding in effectively, denote
xˆ =
∑n−1
m=1 cm(im) and x˜ =
∑M
m=n+1 cm(im), and con-
sider quantization error E as a function of in:
E =‖x− (xˆ+ cn(in) + x˜)‖2
=‖x− xˆ− x˜‖2 + ‖cn(in)‖2
− 2cn(in)>(x− xˆ)− 2cn(in)>x˜
(10)
We seek the best in in [K], in order to minimize E. In
Eqn. 10, term 2cn(in))>x˜ cannot be computed because x˜ is
unknown to the encoding scheme, which leads to an error in
estimating the best in. Low variance of x˜ is required for ne-
glecting 2cn(in))>x˜. A simple way to achieve this goal is to
rearrange the codebooks by the variance of codewords in de-
scending order. In fact, GRVQ naturally produces codebooks
descending order of variance of corresponding codewords.
Then, we can we adopt the idea behind the beam search
algorithm to encode a vector x. That is, we sequentially en-
code x with each codebook and maintain a list of L best en-
codings of x. On each iteration, we enumerate all possible
codewords on the next codebook, compute the distortion, and
determine the new L best encodings. This can be done effi-
ciently with lookup tables. The time complexity of encoding
with an m-th codebook is O(dK +mKL + KL logL). To
encode a vector with all M codebooks, the time complexity
is O(dMK +M2KL+MKL logL).
One should notice that when GRVQ has optimized an m-
th codebook, there is no need to re-encode the vectors with
the first (m − 1) codebooks since our method is carried out
sequentially and will obtain exactly the same first (m − 1)
encodings. This is very different from the encoding scheme
proposed in [13], in which the change in any codebook re-
quires re-encoding over all codebooks. Our encoding scheme
is also much more efficient compared to [13], because we are
only required to consider one codebook at a time.
With the encoding time vs quantization error curve pre-
sented in Fig. 2(c), we find that L = 10 already could achieve
Elimination Quantization Don’t care
Processing Time Long Short No
Quantization Error High Low Low
Extra Length No 6-8 bit 4 Byte
Computation No 2 Flops 1 Flops
Table 1. Comparison of different methods for processing 
good encoding quality and have relatively low encoding time.
We use this configuration in the rest of the experiment.
3.3. Eliminating -term for Efficient Euclidean Distance
Computation
Quantization methods using additive model like AQ and RVQ
require an extra -term fix to perform Euclidean ADC as men-
tioned in Sec.2.2. Composite quantization is a method similar
to AQ, only that it eliminates this -term fix by imposing reg-
ularization that for all vectors  = 0 is a constant.
Similarly, we can modify the objective functions for tran-
sition clustering and multi-path encoding to eliminate . We
introduce regularization parameter λ indicating the penalty,
and a target parameter 0. We modify Eqn.8 to the following:
min
cm(·), im(·)
1
N
∑
x′∈X ′
(‖x′−cm(im(x′))‖2+λ(−0)2) (11)
The above problem can be solved via a slight modification
to k-means algorithm employed in transition clustering: on
each iteration of k-means, we assign a vector x to the centroid
that minimize ‖x− c(i(x))‖2 + λ(− 0)2.
Next, on encoding a vector x, we optimize the following
equation to satisfy the  regularization:
min
im(·)
‖x−
M∑
m=1
cm(im(x))‖+ λ(− 0)2 (12)
The above problem only requires a trivia modification to
multi-path encoding simply by considering this penalty in the
beam search.
We start the elimination with λ = 0, then on each it-
eration of GRVQ we compute 0 = mean(), and slightly
increase λ to enforce the regularization. The regularization
on  put a slight loss on quantization accuracy as observed
in Fig.2(c) for accelerated distance computation and lower
memory consumption. Another option is to quantize  into
a few bit [13], we don’t need long code for quantizing  as
observed in Fig.2(b). We compare different ways of process-
ing  in Table 1.
3.4. Extensibility for online codebook learning
GRVQ is naturally an online learning mechanism that is able
to deal with incrementally obtained training data. This can
be done simply by optimizing the codebooks on the new-
coming data. It is also capable of handling large scale dataset
where classical clustering algorithm is prohibitive due to un-
acceptable time complexity and memory consumption. On-
line learning effect on SIFT1B [23] dataset containing one
billion vectors is reported in Figure 2(a).
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Dataset and configurations
In this section we present the experimental evaluation of
GRVQ. All experiments are done on a quad-core CPU run-
ning at 3.5GHz with 16G memory and one GTX980 GPU.
We use the following datasets commonly used for eval-
uating vector quantization methods: SIFT1M [4], contains
one million 128-d SIFT [24] features. GIST1M [4], contains
one million 960-d GIST [25] global descriptors. SIFT1B [23]
contains one billion 128-d SIFT feature as base vectors.
We compare GRVQ with the following state-of-the-art
VQ methods: PQ [4], OPQ [5], AQ [13]. We choose the com-
monly used configuration for codebooks learning: K = 256,
and M = 8, 16. We train all methods on the training set and
encode the base dataset. We train online version of GRVQ
with all the data. The training time on GIST1M of all methods
is presented on Fig.2(e). Though PQ / OPQ train fast, the per-
formance gets easily saturated. Performance of AQ appears
unstable. The proposed GRVQ achieves a balanced trade-
off between performance and training speed. We draw the
time for encoding 1000 vectors from GIST1M with GRVQ
learned M = 8,K = 256 codebooks in Fig.2(f). Our pro-
posed multi-path encoding scheme utilizes the characteristic
of GRVQ codebooks and encodes efficiently. Fig.2(d) shows
our GRVQ outperforms existing methods by large margin on
all code length ranging from M = 1 · · · 16 in term of quanti-
zation accuracy.
4.2. Large Scale Search
We perform exhaustive Euclidean nearest neighbor search to
compare different vector quantization methods. Fig.3 shows
the results of large scale datasets SIFT1M and GIST1M. It
can be seen that the gains obtained by our approaches are sig-
nificant on both datasets. The online version of our GRVQ
outperforms existing methods by large margin, for example,
the performance of 64-bit GRVQ encoding closely match the
performance of 128-bit PQ encoding. The -term eliminated
GRVQ codebooks also achieves large improvement over other
methods.
Table 2 shows the performance for an even larger dataset
SIFT1B. By utilizing online learning, our method achieves
the best performance. The improvement on large dataset is
more significant than that on smaller datasets.
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Fig. 3. Performance for different algorithms for searching the true
nearest neighbors. Left: performance on GIST1M, Right: perfor-
mance on SIFT1M
GRVQ(online) CQ OPQ PQ
Recall@100 0.834 (0.701) (0.646) 0.581
Table 2. The performance of NN-search on SIFT1B dataset in
terms of Recall@100. Data in parentheses are taken from [6].
4.3. Image Classification and Retrieval
Another important application of vector quantization is to
compress image descriptors for image classification and re-
trieval, in which images are usually represented as the aggre-
gation of local descriptors, result in vectors of thousand di-
mensions. We evaluate the image classification and retrieval
performances over d = 4096 dimensional fisher vectors [26]
on 64-d PCA dimension reduced SIFT descriptors extracted
form INRIA holiday dataset [27]. We quantize all fisher vec-
tors and learn a linear classifier to perform the classification.
With short codes one can accelerate the classification and re-
trieval thousand-fold. In particular, our GRVQ has the mini-
mal degradation of performance.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the generalized residue vector
quantization (GRVQ) to perform vector quantization with
higher quantization accuracy. We proposed improved clus-
tering algorithm and multi-path encoding for GRVQ code-
book learning and encoding. We also propose -free version
of GRVQ for efficient Euclidean distance computation. Ex-
periments against several state-of-the-art quantization meth-
ods on well known datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of
GRVQ on a number of applications.
GRVQ AQ OPQ RVQ PQ CQ
32bit 57.1% 54.5% 53.7% 50.9% 50.3% (55.0%)
64bit 62.9% 62.1% 57.9% 53.8% 55.0% (62.2%)
Table 3. The performance of classification over INRIA holiday in terms
of mAP. We use compressed vectors for learning linear classifier, and un-
compressed vectors for classification. The classification mAP without vector
quantization is 63.3%. Data in parentheses are taken from [6].
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